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1

Executive Summary

With the start of Bitcoin in 2009, the cryptocurrency market grew into a variety of
cryptographic currencies such as Etherium, EOS, and Ripple. The reason for this is that
the emergence and development of blockchain allows the service of decentralized
platforms in various areas, regardless of country and industry, with infinite potential to
be utilized in many ways.

Blockchain is one of the technologies for distributed processing of data, and "block"
means that all transaction data from Peer to Peer is stored within the "block" and sent
to each other through users using the platform to validate each transmitted data to
ensure reliability.

Each of these blocks is assembled to form a "chain" structure, allowing platform users
to have that transaction data, making it transparent and secure to make it impossible
to arbitrarily modify or change the data within the "block”. In many countries and
industries that want to take advantage of the technology in blockchain, we will
accelerate the development and utilization of the technology.
Our Glex Masternode ((hereinafter referred to as GLEX) project also block chain industry
and the master node via user password for the currency to increase and progress and
innovation. To make a fair and transparent and their efforts to block chain ecosystem
take the lead.
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2

Business Background

2.1 INTRODUCITON
The biggest problem facing cryptocurrency today is the lack of technical knowledge
for anyone to use. To compensate for this, we want to reduce the entry barriers of
cryptocurrency through more intuitive methods and simplified processes for all GLEX
users.
Through GLEX Masternode PROJECT, our PINE PLATFORM have developed a
masternode platform and with the goal of scaling through continuous innovation to
deliver a variety of capabilities, we will minimize the risk of individual participants,
provide periodic masternode rewards, and provide the market with reliability,
accessibility, and low volatility.

2.2 The Definition of Masternode
What is a masternode?
- A node that responds to a full node, records all transactions that occur within a
blockchain, and even receives rewards for monitoring trading activities.
- Participants send a certain amount of equity coins to their wallets and set up the
masternode on the server to receive periodic compensation for masternode operation
without additional mining or transaction.
- Unlike GPU PoW mining, no equipments and power is required, and it's easier for
anyone to participate in a much simpler process by simply having to acquire a
masternode to server.
- You can check your wallet for mining anytime, anywhere.
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In 2014, Dash introduced a masternode to compensate for the entire node.
Dash supported block data protection and fast transaction speeds over the masternode
network, and in doing so, by offering incentives for block compensation to the masternode
participants, the company sought to change the crypto market, which was focused on the
traditional PoW( Proof of Work) approach through a new arrangement.
A node is typically an individual server running on a P2P network, which is used by the
peer to receive updates about what happens on the network. These nodes require a huge
amount of traffic and other resources that are costly.
As a result, the amount of nodes in a Bitcoin network is steadily decreasing. The reason is
the lack of incentives to implement. As time goes by, the network became more active, the
cost of running the entire node increases, resulting in higher costs for operators. As a result,
operators integrated services to run cheaper or run lighter clients, which did not help the
network at all.

[GLEX Masternode composition diagram]
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So our GLEX designed a way to add a secondary network called the masternode. To
run the masternode, the node must have 3000 GLEX as collateral.

You have to pay

for your network participation and provide a certain level of service. The 3000 GLEX,
as collateral, is tied up and is not supplied to the market, and is kept safe while the
masternode is in operation. This enables the masternode to serve clients on the
network and to earn interest on the investment.

Based on this, our GLEX Coin compensation system structure can expect a fixed return
by offering incentives to network participants through PoS and master nodes.
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2.3 POW(Proof of Work) & POS(Proof of Stake)
The way to mine the coin is largely through the first blockchain application from
Bitcoin algorithm (the Proof of Work), and the Proof of Stake, which has been widely
used in public blockchain.

· Proof of Work algorithm
Proof of Work (hereinafter PoW) algorithm was the a byzantine consensus algorithm
first proposed by Bitcoin creator Satoshi Nakamoto in a thesis on Bitcoin: A Peer-toPeer Electronic Cash System.
For block data hash connections, a block contains a block hash that calculates the
block header data as a hash function, which verifies the hash connectivity to ensure
that the blockchain data has not been falsified in the middle.
Block hashes in blockchain using the PoW algorithm must meet the target data
specifications selected according to difficulty. The block hash is created by the hash
algorithm, so the input value cannot be determined with the target data.
In other words, a node in a blockchain will create a block if the hash value of the
header, including the random “Nonce” value, is met with the target data condition by
continuously substituting a random value, “Nonce”, to fulfill the condition.
In addition, as the total hash volume increases, mining difficulty increases, and the
increased difficulty requires more hash to be found, so the time for the block itself to
be created remains constant. However, this PoW approach includes high power
consumption, expensive mining equipment (ASIC, GPU, etc.) and security issues and
centralization issues due to hash centralized problems.
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[Bitcoin Block Structure]

· Proof of Stake algorithm
Proof of Stock (hereinafter PoS) Staking (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Staking’.
‘pseudo-random' based on complex factors such as timing and randomization, and
the quality of the nodes to select a node to be a validator for the next block.
The main advantages of the PoS algorithm are energy efficiency and security. Because
it is easy and inexpensive to run a node, many users want to run it. This makes the
network more de-centralized with the system's randomized processes, and no more
mining blocks in the mining pool. In addition, the price of the coin can be more stable
as it is not necessary to distribute a relatively large number of coins.
PoS algorithms have usually been analyzed in the context of PoW as an alternative
to resolving or mitigating negative external influences or problems inherent in PoW
algorithm-based systems.:
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Specification

PoW Mining

PoS Mining

Mining
Method

Mining by computation using GPU
(graphic card) or ASIC (applicable mining
equipment)

Operate and mine masternode servers
through the staking method (to ensure the
number of coin to be collected).

Investment
Cost

Initial investment costs are high
(miner(equipment), rent, electricity bills,
etc.)

Investment costs vary for each coin to be
mined (minimum 100,000 won to maximum
billion won)

Mining Coin

In case of GPU sampling, the user can
mine various coins by changing the miner
programs to mine various coins.

Operate masternode for each coin to be
mined

Accessibility

Ease of access by leveraging information
through mining communities.

Lack of information on PoS nodes makes it
difficult for the public to access them.

Trend

Transition from the PoW method of major
Over time, the profit rate decreases due to
coins to the PoS method is underway (e.g.,
the increase in mining difficulty
Dash, Ethereum (scheduled), PIVX, etc.)

[ P o W / P o S Comparison ]

2.4 The Drawbacks of Existing Masternode Coins

· The Drawbacks of Masternode
1. Lack of overall masternode understanding by the user
Traditional cryptocurrency tends to be viewed as simple speculation, making it
difficult for the general user to understand the revenue structure and the technical
knowledge of the masternode
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2. Complex Processes for Masternode Set-up
The entry barrier is too high for general users to be familiar with and use Linux
commands used by masternode servers, from directly leasing a masternode server
to setting up a masternode.
3. Continuous maintenance and security management after set-up
Even if the masternode is successfully set-up, there is a pressure to operate the
hardware directly for continuous monitoring and maintenance of the masternode
server and data backup and security.

2.5 Opportunity
Behind the masternode market is a lot of difficulties with the influx of general users.
By recognizing these problems of masternode, GLEX PROJECT will provide easy access
from masternode set-up to control by simplifying the process of masternode from
mobile wallet and personal computer wallet for easy use.

The GLEX masternode core consists of a distributed database with state-of-the-art
encryption technology that is securely stored in the wallet of general users in a bitcoinbased blockchain and will focus on protecting assets through systematic backup and
recovery.
We will provide access through masternode APIs and SDKs through future
development and updates, and will also enhance scalability as a masternode platform.
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2.6 Crypto Currency Exchange
Currently, there are numerous exchanges in the domestic and overseas markets.
Among them, Huobi and Binance are issuing the exchange's own token to operate the
exchange and serve as a reward to its members.
Last July, according to blockchain research firm and media Long Hash reported that
while Bitcoin has been up nearly 200 percent this year. However, trading tokens are
having even a much better year than Bitcoin.
It turns out that exchange tokens such as Binance Coin (BNB), Huobi Token (HT), and
KuCoin Shares (KCS) are among the top Top15 tokens, up to the standard of the
OnChainFX data.

[Binance Exchange’s Own BNB Coin]
.
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The reason why the exchange’s own coins are so popular is that they have attracted
many users in the cryptocurrency market because of their obvious practical use.

Due to the perks on the exchange, which provide compensation for the use of the
exchange platform, pay dividends based on commission discounts or transaction fees,
and provide various selling points that allow access to events such as new coin
offerings, many cryptocurrency users use each exchange and are positive about the
investment of the exchange's beneficial offers.

If the trading site can find a popularizable dApp service and purchase it through its
own coin, there will be a series of investors who want to purchase quality
cryptocurrency, and it is predicted that it will be more advantageous to issue their
own coins over the long term than to list fraudulent coins.

As a good example, we're also going to build a GLEX exchange system to create a
real-world coin.
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3

GLEX Technology

3.1 INTRODUCTION
GLEX is a distributed open-source Crypto Currency that protects personal
information, initially plans to convert the PoW method to PoS, runs on the Blockcoin
PoS 2.0 protocol, and is based on Bitcoin Core 0.10.x code.
The purpose of GLEX is to maintain cross-transmission and to support rapid
transaction within seconds of checking within the masternode without going
through various stages, such as the process of forming blocks during the transfer
process.
Key features of the GLEX Core include:

3.2 GLEX Wallet
The GLEX Wallet, available at PINE PLATFORM, is a mobile application with key
features of GLEX Coin. You can keep the GLEX Coin safe and connected via RPC
communication with the server.

- A scalable and flexible digital asset
GLEX Wallet is designed as a flexible, easily scalable digital asset with GLEX
Wallet rather than using a large number of applications.

Fast transaction

processing speed over fast block creation times allows you to fully manage your
assets and keep a variety of coins safe, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dash.

-

Fully-designed security
Fully designed, secure-mounted availability-With a separate Private Storage
Chain, all channels are covered by the Cloud Proxy Layer for complete security
and a high level of security.

.
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-

Masternode Set-up Support
GLEX believes that it is important for users to contribute to the masternode
network. Under any load, we will provide a given trend speed and fair
compensation to participants who contribute to all masternode networks.

- The GLEX Wallet enables you to build a masternode network after a certain
amount of collateral is paid. You can easily check the daily masternode
compensation and control it directly through On / Off function.

- Convenient and familiar UI design
GLEX Wallet is designed to be a user-friendly. It helps users, who are not good
at handling applications or someone who’s having hard time adapting to
applications.
.

[GLEX Wallet Application]
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3.3 GLEX Masternode & Staking

GLEX has two layers of network. The network consists of the first fixed layer and the
more exclusive masternode layer that the GLEX holder can participate in through GLEX
Coin.

· GLEX Masternode
A masternode is a set of nodes that have been given incentives in the GLEX network
that is responsible for processing specific tasks. The GLEX masternode network has
been passed on from the Dash, but the PoS consensus proof algorithm has made
important structural adjustments.
The function performed by the GLEX masternode is fundamentally similar to that of
the Dash. Therefore, these nodes are essential to the GLEX digital ecosystem and are
required for network functionality.
The masternode network performs a variety of functions. These independent
functions are specific to the masternode and cannot be completed with a standard
staking nodes. These responsibilities are spread over the masternode network and no
masternode has rights beyond any other authority in the network.
To be a member of the GLEX masternode, 3000 GLEX is collateralized and to be
rewarded. The masternode compensation is all paid in the same pool of reward. The
compensation algorithm of the masternode uses a hash of job proof for each block,
so the security of this function is determined by the mining network.
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The source code that selects the masternode is:

The above code is an example to expands rank of the masternodes.

· GLEX Staking
The GLEX PoS kernel has undergone many modifications and optimizations. The GLEX
Staking transaction logic has been revised to ensure that the Mempool bug does not
result in loss of compensation for STAKE. Therefore, the amount of the stake is never
locked, and the user can always do the transaction.
To support staking mode, you can run a GLEX QT wallet with at least one GLEX to
receive staking compensation. All staking compensation is paid according to the same
compensation table.
GLEX focuses more on building a masternode network than users of the staking
network.
In addition, due to the characteristics of staking, we are proposing that the entry barrier
should be high for non-experts and the possibility of diluting the value of the
masternode is minimized.
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· GLEX Reward Balance
As GLEX was designed as a PoS Consensus-Proof algorithm, it eliminated the
traditional PoW proofing method to compensate for only the PoS proof method. In
addition, unlike other masternodes in order to focus on building a masternode
network, staking compensation is limited to minimal compensation, so that it is not
biased in the staking network.
Compensation per block:

:

Master Node : 80%
Staking : 10%
Governance : 10%

* The Compensation Assigned to Governance will be used in the future for the
development of GLEX

GLEX Reward Balance
100%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Masternode

Staking

Governance

[GLEX Reward Balance]
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3.4 GLEX Reward Table

Block Height

Rewards

MN

POS

Governance

100-43299

3 GLEX

2.4 GLEX

0.3 GLEX

0.3 GLEX

43300-86499

2.4 GLEX

1.92 GLEX

0.24 GLEX

0.24 GLEX

86500-129699

2 GLEX

1.6 GLEX

0.2 GLEX

0.2 GLEX

129700-172899

3.6 GLEX

2.88 GLEX

0.36 GLEX

0.36 GLEX

172900-216099

4.8 GLEX

3.84 GLEX

0.48 GLEX

0.48 GLEX

216100-259299

5.4 GLEX

4.32 GLEX

0.54 GLEX

0.54 GLEX

259300-345698

6 GLEX

4.8 GLEX

0.6 GLEX

0.6 GLEX

345699-432098

6.4 GLEX

5.12 GLEX

0.64 GLEX

0.64 GLEX

432099-518498

6.8 GLEX

5.44 GLEX

0.68 GLEX

0.68 GLEX

518499-1036887

8 GLEX

6.4 GLEX

0.8 GLEX

0.8 GLEX

1036888-6292888

1.8 GLEX

1.44 GLEX

0.18 GLEX

0.18 GLEX
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• Masternode reward method change
The reward and payment method through the existing smart contract is an efficient
means of providing transparent and stable reward, and has been operated without
problems as designed for more than a year from the start of the network.
However, due to the recently increased commission cost, it is becoming an excessive
burden beyond the originally designed limit, and in order to stably respond to this
situation, we are preparing staking using DEX (Decentralized Exchange), and existing
smart contracts Reward through the system will be temporarily suspended as of
December 17, 2020.

3.5 GLEX Exchange
GLEX PROJECT will open a masternode-only coin exchange. Unlike exchanges optimized
for the coinage of traditional PoW work certificate methods Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc., GLEX
will utilize its own masternode-only coin exchange to build and stage for existing
masternode coins, and GLEX is used as a key crypto-currency of the exchange along with
Bitcoin and Ethereum, and is designed to make it easy for all users to trade.
The goal is to use GLEX as a key crypto-currency for the GLEX exchange, just as USD
serves as a key currency for the global financial market. GLEX is designed to encourage
users to use GLEX through coin trading, which can be used by combining GLEX with various
fee reduction and the actual use of the bourse's coin market.
The core functions of the GLEX exchange are as follows:

-

User-centered UX / UI design
Even users without any experience to the exchange can easily manage their digital
assets at an optimal price through easy-to-adapt UI designs and enhanced chart
views.
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-

All masternode set-ups and staking support
As described earlier, there is a problem for general users due to entry barriers are
difficult. So our GLEX exchange can go from masternode server leasing to set-up on a
one-click basis through deployment agency. You can also minimize delays and errors
in masternode set-ups and staging support in real-time synchronization through the
block data storage of each PoS core.

-

Transaction with existing cryptocurrency
To reduce country-specific constraints, all transactions include Bitcoin and Ethereum,
not legal currency, in their trading instruments. This will reduce the exchange's national
constraints and support economically advantageous and intuitive transactions. In
addition, the company will provide incentives through the transaction system using
GLEX and swap system with GLEX where a small fraction of coin remaining below the
minimum transaction amount will be provided for cryptocurrency transactions.

-

Complete security design
Robust security, advanced threat detection and response capabilities, campus with
built-in security network access control, and cloud network infrastructure protect
systems all over the world with analytics-based cyber protection, automated, automated
key management and data encryption keys, and highly reliable network-intersection
encryption for full protection and complementary design.

[GLEX Exchange Beta 1.0]
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3.6

Private Trust Node

Blockchain has the same data for all nodes and therefore, it is essentially inoperable because
이렇게 관리
a hash value associated with data. So blockchain has high security.
While there are some differences between projects that require the consent of different nodes
to add new blocks to these blockchain and how many nodes need to be agreed on, 50%
consent generally makes it a new block, and more blocks that build up beyond those blocks
are recognized as a secure transaction.
How many blocks are connected behind the new blocks, generally called a confirm, and the
exchange or the trading party requires 6-100 counters to confirm the transaction for several
reasons.

Typically, there's the orphan block problem and the 51% attack problem.
When an orphan block is created at the same time by a miner or block creator, a block that
is not connected to the main chain occurs, and the block that is not connected to the main
chain is called a uncle block, and all blocks that are connected to the block are called orphan
blocks or stale blocks.
These orphan blocks occur quite often and often occur when hackers attempt attacks to
disrupt transactions. A 51% attack is a hacking attack that maliciously modulates blocks and
connects them faster and longer than normal nodes, forcing the network to choose a
blockchain containing tampered data rather than normal data.
For these reasons, 6-100 confirms are typically waiting to verify that the transactions recorded
in the blockchain are valid and reliable, and in some cases more than 300 confirms are waiting.
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This delays transaction verification time and limits the likelihood of widespread use,
regardless of the TPS that the cryptocurrency possesses in specifications.

CoinOne

BCEX
Confirm

Time

Numbers

Bitcoin
(BTC)
Ethereum
(ETH)
Ethereum Classic
(ETC)
Litecoin
(LTC)
EOS
(EOS)

Confirm
Numbers

Time

Binance
Confirm
Numbers

Time

6 confirm

60 min

2 confirm

20 min

2 confirm

20 min

12 confirm

30 min

24 confirm

6 min

12 confirm

3 min

30 confirm

7 min

30 confirm

7 min

12 confirm

3 min

2 confirm

5 min

6 confirm

15 min

4 confirm

10 min

120 confirm

1 min

120 confirm

1 min

120 confirm

1 min

[Number and Time of Confirm Request on the Other Currency Exchanges]

GLEX wants to build a closed, trusted node for faster, exchange-friendly encryption.

Although it is a public blockchain, it uses the benefits of a private blockchain to configure a
trusted node chain with 3 layers security separately to validate it with two co-clients when
trading with the GLOBIEX exchange.
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Managed Node

Trusted Node

Trusted Node

RPC Server

Managed Node

Network
FIRE Wall

Managed
Node

Trusted Node
Application
Layer Gateway

PROXY LAYER
CLOUD UPS

PUBLIC
Network

CLOUD UPS
CLOUD UPS

[Network Layer Scheme]
Nodes and RPC node firewalls are hidden in the proxy layer, so that physical locations are
not exposed, and firewalls block malicious hacking and inbound connections.
The RPC node that connects to the exchange is connected to another trust node as an
internal network, and a trusted node pool of 5-10 nodes is monitored directly from the inside
and optionally out-bound to the secondary trusted node pool managed.
The GLEX mobile application connects directly to the RPC node and to the second trusted
node pool to propagate the transaction and to these managed nodes, the first transactions
that are propagated to them are two-party verification.
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3.7

Decentralized Governance

GLEX aims to achieve de-centralization governance and to control centralization as a real
problem when the initial focus of the project is needed, but it aims to move quickly to decentralize governance in the form of fractal federations.
At this point, each masternode is classified into different tiers according to its size, and the
higher tier masternode acts as a kind of intermediate-level agent with multiple members.
Each of the top tier representatives is linked together, and these top tiers are the backbone
of governance.

User
User
User

Tier 1

Tier 1

User
User

User
User
Tier 1

Managed

User
User

[표: 프랙탈 구조 네트워크 지도]

Tier 1

User

Tier 1

User

User

User
User

User

[Fractal network structure map]
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As shown above, the de-centralization governance of GLEX is slightly different from the typical
de-centralization structure, and we consider the general de-centralization structure to be an
extreme de-centralization structure.
In addition, in a network of equal rights, many responsibilities, such as a stock scheme, and
many rights recognition, are difficult to implement and incentives, so there are some aspects
that are somewhat out of line with the current economic structure.
The current economic system has developed into a complex form that cannot be defined in
a single word, mixed with various aspects such as zero-sum game and non-competitive
resource form of resources
Depending on a particular situation or member, a high level of pressure competition can give
the result an edge, and sometimes a non-competitive strategy can produce results that are in
a positive way.
In this economic structure, in the form of equal de-centralized governance, the problem of
non-cooperative Nash balance is likely to arise.

Even when there is a balance of cooperation or decision that benefits all members, there is
no incentive for individuals to change their strategy, so it is easy to become a well-known
governance, which has often occurred in traditional de-centralized governance.
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Although de-centralization beats the crucial element in blockchain technology, there are clear
advantages and disadvantages of de-centralization, and in reality, exchanges selected by users
around the world have to be separated from technology, operations and economic ecosystems,
similar to those of centralized exchanges.
GLEX's de-centralization governance consists of a fractal structure.
The masternodes are classified into five tiers according to their contribution and the top tier
is obliged to collect opinions from the sub-tier members.
Each tier has a separate compensation system, motivating it to participate in the higher tier.
Each top tier will present and vote on comments collected from the In-App voting protocol.
The tier to be adopted will be released and will receive incentives and will then be excluded
from voting on the agenda.
This type of governance drives high participation.
The top tier is a number of coin holders that directly link the project's profits to individual
interests, and the bottom tier can easily offer its own opinions.
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